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§Humans as a species work to adapt to and change their 
environment in order to meet their needs, thrive, and fulfill their 
cosmic task. 

§Humans develop themselves through working, through purposeful 
activity. Work is a natural instinct. 

§The work of adults is to build supranature.
§The work of children is to construct themselves, to build their 

humanness and develop toward adulthood—interacting with their 
environment (including the people in it), acquiring skills, and 
developing capacities.

§Adults need to trust that the child or adolescent who is working is 
developing a self. 

§To become an adult and to join society; to “take their role 
in society.”

§To continue self-construction and develop human 
potential but also to begin to transform themselves into 
adults and practice adult-like activities in their immediate 
environment and community. 

§To become an independent human being who can meet 
their own needs and productively contribute to the 
interdependency of human social organization. 

§To experience the value of their own role and 
contribution as well as the value of the roles and 
contributions of others.
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§Participation in and contribution to the social fabric 
drives work.

§Adolescents interact with the land and produce human 
infrastructure, experiencing what humans have 
universally experienced throughout time in establishing, 
organizing, and enriching their society.

§ Adolescents work with “maximum effort” when they have 
a clear sense of purpose in the work and how it meets 
their own needs or the needs of the community. 

§Adolescents need context for the work and connection to 
social organization and nature/supranature.

§ Social organization: the interdependent activities of the community/society
§ Division of labor and roles

§ Living together (levels of responsibility of care for self, others, and the environment)
§ Economic production and exchange

§ Providing food (growing, harvesting, preserving, preparing, serving)
§ Constructing and maintaining housing and other structures
§ Using and maintaining natural resources

§ Sharing of culture (story-telling, ritual, exchange with wider community)
§ Enacting governance (rules, structures, codes, conflict resolution)

§ Intellectual engagement/study (sharing ideas, teaching, debate)
§ Engagement in the arts (self-expression, exchange of ideas, historical context and

record)
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Patricia Pantano

§ takes different forms at different planes of 
development

§ In adolescence conquests of independence relate 
to society and social structure

§ Social environment is the stage for valorization and 
increasing independence
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Types of Independence and How Manifested at Third Plane

Movement: the wider physical and social world, with emphasis on wider circles of 
transportation (including cars/driving)

Physical: care of self, health, nutrition, money management, learning work skills, 
value of work; adaptability. 

Emotional: responsible for one’s actions, feelings, ability to articulate one’s 
thoughts, feelings, self reflection; awareness of one’s value and ability to contribute.

Social: navigating personal and professional relationships with grace and courtesy; 
respect, tolerance; free choice of relationships; ability to give/serve; ability to 
prioritize, negotiate

Intellectual: thinking independently to create new solutions, beliefs, ideas; 
considering many sides of an issue; embrace one’s creativity; ability to set goals and 
make decisions

Development of the will on an adult level.

Independence as Expressed on Third Plane:

Economic Independence

Social Independence
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v unique to third plane

v initiation to the adult world
v care of one’s “household” – self, environment, community

v money: the material of the adult world: 
v manifestation of energy/work, which cycles and circulates 

v a “materialized abstraction”
v focus changes from 12-15 and 15-18: 

v younger students more interested in production, physical work, selling; 
v older students gravitate toward management, accounting, long-term planning

v Money is a demonstration of our interdependence – from local to global

v Adolescents need experience in facing issues around the distribution of money:  
do the students work for individual earnings or to contribute to the community?

Production and Exchange

v Tie to the land – cycles of nature, survival if farm is included

v Does it have to be monetary? Can it be service oriented?

v Demonstrates responsibility through practical experience and natural 

consequences

v Implies true production or value-added rather than re-sale  

v Focus on quality of items produced

v Must be authentic

v Implication of stewardship of land/animals
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Key Elements of Independence on Third Plane:

vWork is outgrowth of the environment

vWork must be important, adult-like, not tokenistic or contrived

vWork must include physical component, work with hands

vElement of choice in work (how balanced with society’s expectations of 

academic work?)

vConnection to outside community: competence in the context of wider 

society

vConnection to nature

Key Elements of Independence on Third Plane:

vLiving in community

vCommunity meetings

vConstant meaningful dialogue and reflection (seminars, journals, 

constant conversation/questions)

vReflections and experience of moral questions around money, work, 

productions

vInclusion of entire spectrum of 12-18

vWell-informed and trained adults

vCritical thinking and problem-solving skills
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Independence/Dependence/Interdependence

vWe seek to cultivate an awareness of the complex relationship of 

individual versus group

vIncludes ability to choose, self-regulate: do I choose for me or for the 

community?

vAids development of social consciousness;

When can I be independent? 

When do I ask for help? 

How can I help?

Definition and/or Signs of Independence
v Greater sense of self, greater confidence; self-reliant

v Finding one’s “voice” – ability to articulate and advocate on behalf of self and others

v Thinking of one’s self in context of larger community and global citizen

v Seeking knowledge both for agency and for love of learning

v Ability to make a contribution; take initiative

v Ability to collaborate

v Understanding of money and how it works
v Experience in questioning moral and social aspects of money through production and exchange

v Social equilibrium – ability to navigate social responsibility

v Ability to take care of own every-day needs: food, money management, apply for job, permits, etc.

v Valorization: comes through work, process, not external rewards

v Understanding/realization of own value, strengths, weaknesses and contributions
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David Kahn

Urban design—Japhet Creek, Houston,TX - Social Justice  
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Japhet Creek
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§ Farm as intermediate step to life

§ Farm as safe haven

§ Farm as a multiple-learning opportunities

§ Farm as increased challenges

§ Farm as varying means of economic understanding

§ Urban Farming as evolving reality

• New maturity--synthesizing 
knowledge base

• Higher metacognition

• More objective sense of reality and 
social relations

• More accepting of peer and adult 
shortcomings

• Enjoys freedom and responsibility

• Looks to individual career trajectory

Age 12                                                      Age 18 

Age 14-
16
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2008

§ Physical

§ Social

§ Moral

§ Intellectual

§ Emotional

§ Spiritual

• Physical

• Social

• Moral

• Intellectual

• Emotional

• Spiritual

• Physical

• Social

• Moral

• Intellectual

• Emotional

• Spiritual

• Physical

• Social

• Moral

• Intellectual

• Emotional

• Spiritual

Infancy Childhood Adolescence Maturity

By Jenny Hoglund and David Kahn
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Benedict Moudry

§ How are the roles of adults connected, supportive of and part of and 
part of the prepared environment?

§ What do adolescents need from their relationships and interactions 
with adults for optimal development?

§ What training, preparation, and skill sets are required for being a 
prepared adult?

§ How is the role of adults different for adolescents?  And for younger 
and older adolescents?

§ What does it mean to be an “aid to life” for adolescents?
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§ The need for diversity of experience and work with a variety of adults who have 
different roles or jobs in the community

§ Three distinct roles: 
§ “house parent,” 
§ “young visiting teachers,” (to come and give lessons) and 
§ “technical expert” (agriculture, gardening, business manager, handicraft teacher).”

§ Psychology and development of personality at the center (not curriculum or 
information)

§ Importance of being a facilitator and partner with authentic work with choice and 
control

§ Connection to different aspects of the Educational Syllabus 

§ Critical to demonstrate and represent parts of society and “experience in social life”

§ Authenticity

§ Humor (of self)

§ Authoritative not authoritarian or 
permissive (high warmth, high control)

§ Intervening rather than interfering

§ Reliable, trustworthy (able to gain 
students’ trust), consistent

§ Optimistic and enthusiastic

§ Facilitator: “Aiders and promoters of 
enthusiasm”

§ Life-long learner, “rich in knowledge and 
experience, full of life.”

§ Impacting students, impacted by students

§ “Friend of the family”

§ “Real re-animator”

§ Friendliness with error; significance of 
owning our own mistakes, missteps. 

§ Being responsive and spontaneous, but 
having a plan

§ “There’s nowhere we’d rather be than 
here with you.” We need to convey our 
commitment. 

§ Stamina, ability to work extremely hard, 
self-care

§ Feeling heart, love

§ Keen interest in the adolescents and their 
optimal development

§ Self-expressive and are a source of 
inspiration for students (creative)
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Jenny Hoglund

§A Montessori Pillar
• The psychology of the child
• The physical and social environment
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To aid development

The task of the child and the task of the adult
(nature vs. supernature)

How?

Through work

“What has the child taught us? When a child lives 
in an atmosphere congenial to his vital needs, he 
proves to have character traits quite different from 
those we usually consider him as having. He 
provides living proof that mankind can change and 
improve from its very origin. But the world of adults 
must change. We must unite; we must reach out to 
the child, have faith in him, construct the proper 
climate for him and change our very selves. … If 
we provide such an environment, we are able to 
see how he develops.”

Montessori M., Education and Peace, Clio 1992, p.87
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§Where and when does this happen?
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§Need to experience society
§Practical Life Independence 

”Help us to do it by ourselves.” 
§Essential freedom
§Need to deal with reality - an ongoing reality

Michael Waski
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§What did Montessori say the purpose is?
§What do we want / value?
§What have we observed?
§How does this align with Montessori’s 
vision?
§How did we get there?

§Realization of one’s 
own value

§Socially and morally 
conscious

§Friendly with error

§Developed will

§Curious

§ In awe of humanity

§Healthy and safe 
choices

§Self-aware

§Contributing 
members

§Can navigate the adult 
world
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§ Self-reflective

§ Adaptable

§ Self-directed

§ Metacognitive

§ Confident

§ Comfortable in adult world

§ Self advocate

§ Self-discipline

§ Belief in limitless potential

§ Collaborative

§ Respects the learning process

§ Sense of honor / duty / citizenship

§ Work ethic

§ Critically evaluate the world

§ Curious

§ Joyful

§ Compassionate

§ Empathetic

§ Humble

§ Work in abstraction

§ Independent

§ Side by side work

§ Authentic connection to 
authentic adults

§ Engaging students as young 
adults

§ Opportunities to creating 
experiences

§ Give authentic student voice

§ Seminar / Socratic dialogue

§ Exposure to adults outside 
school community

§ Learning through the 
disciplines

§ Living in community

§ Purposeful work

§ Care of environment
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